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Abstract
Using the transfermatrixmethod, the carrier tunneling properties in graphene superlattice generated
by the Thue–Morse sequence andKolakoski sequence are investigated. The positions and strength of
the transmission can bemodulated by the barrier structures, the incident energy and angle, the height
andwidth of the potential. These carriers tunneling characteristic can be understood from the energy
band structures in the corresponding superlattice systems and the carrier’s states inwell/barriers. The
transmission peaks above the critical incident angle rely on the carrier’s resonance in thewell regions.
The structural diversity canmodulate the electronic and transport properties, thus expanding its
applications.

1. Introduction

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) systemwith a one-atom-thick sheet of carbon, was fabricated
experimentally in 2004 byGeim et al [1]. Due to themassless Dirac fermions in graphene, this ultra-thinmaterial
exhibits very unique and excellent physical properties, such as, highmobilitie [2], unique quantumHall effect
[1], Klein tunning [3, 4], and so on, which arousedwide investigation on the fundamental physical properties in
condensedmatter physics in graphene [5–10].

It is well known that the electronic structures can be successfully controlled in superlattices. The interesting
system to be considered is the application of a periodic potential to graphene. In graphene-basedmaterials, the
superlattice potential structures can be obtained by electrostatic and/ormagnetic potential barriers [11–15].
Also, a helium ionmicroscopewas employed to pattern nanoscale grating in fabricating a graphene device
[16, 17]. The crystallographic orientation of the nanoribbons was investigated by polarization Raman
measurements to give evidence for high-quality patterning process [16]. A series of alternate barriers andwells or
graphene superlattice (GSL) ( · ·····)AB N with one-dimensional periodic potentials of square barriers are
designed. Barriers andwells are labeled as A andB respectively. The electronic band structures and transport
properties inGSLs have been extensively investigated [13, 18–25]. Park et al investigated the carrier behavior
with a periodic potential applied in nanoscale [18]. They found that the dependence of group velocity for states
on thewavevector is highly anisotropic which originates from the chiral nature in graphene. Also in the presence
of the external periodic potential, gap openingwas observed and anisotropic.Wang et al investigated the
electronic transport properties and energy band structure in ( )AB N-GSL [19]. They found a newDirac point
(DP), which corresponds to the zero-averagedwave number (k̄), is formed and is only dependent on the ratio of
widths of thewell and barrier. This opened gap is similar to that in the one-dimensional photonic crystals. The
ballistic conductance and the Fano factor are investigated in this ( )AB N structure and the peaks occur in the
vicinity of this newDPwhich originates from transmission probability distribution [20]. Including the energy
gap due to the sublattice symmetry breaking, the zero-k̄ gap is formed and the related transmission,
conductance and Fano factor near this gap are further illustrated [13]. Fibonacci [26, 27] andThur-Morse [28]
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quasi-periodic graphene superlattice structures were designed and the corresponding electronic band gap is
investigatedwhich results in the robust transmission properties, conductance and shot noise at the newDPs.
The emergence of the extra dirac points located at ¹k 0y is associatedwith the variation of the zero-k̄ gap. From
the aboveworks, theymostly focus on designing the barrier structures and discussing the newDPs and the zero-
k̄ gap, which can do a comparisonwith the photonic band gap in photonic crystals. Barbier et al analyzed the
possible emergency conditions and the positions of these extraDPs in k space [21, 22]. In addition, with
magnetic vector potential barriers, the electron transport of asymmetric transmission has been analyzed [14, 15].
In [17], theymeasured the longitudinalmagnetoconductivity at different temperature and gate voltages. Ametal
to insulator transitionwas observed.When a sheet of graphene grown on a periodic heterostructure substrate,
due to the influence of the substrate, the dependence of both the band gap and the Fermi velocity on the position
has been included to the investigation of the electronic energy band structure [27, 29, 30].

During the carrier’s transmission process, the carriersmoving along the barrier direction are reflected at the
well-barrier interface. And thewavevector along the other free direction satisfies the condition of thewavevector
conservation, which gives rise to a critical incident angle. Increasing the incident angle and exceeding the critical
value, thewavevector becomes imaginary. The carrier states is from the propagatingmode to the boundmode
which can be used as thewaveguide. Therefore, in these quantumwell or quantumbarrier structures, by an
analogy of the optical waveguide, the guidedmodes for electronwaves in graphene are investigated and found
that the fundamentalmode is absent when both theKlein tunneling and classicalmotion are present [31, 32].
Similar to graphene superlattice, instead of different barrier layers with alternate dielectric layers containing
graphene sheets inserted as a conduction interface, the optical transmission property andfield distribution are
studied using the transfermatrixmethod [33–35].

Motivated by these studies, in this paper, we investigate the transmission properties in the graphene-based
Thue-Morse andKolakoski sequences. These barrier structures aremore ‘disordered’ than ( )AB N type. The
electronic energy band structure and the carrier states are used to analyze the transport properties. Especially, the
transmission peaks above the critical incident angle are investigated. The dependence on the symmetrical and
asymmetrical potential structures and the parameters of the potential function has been discussed.

2. Theoretical approaches

The graphene-based periodic-barrier structures are designed as Thue–Morse (TMS) andKolakoski sequences
(KS) along the x direction. The potential profile is one-dimensional configurationwith rectangular wells and
barriers. The generation of TMS can be seen in [28]. TheKS is its own run-length encodingwith

······1221, 1212, 2122, 1121, . Here index 1 (2) indicates well (barrier) layer, respectively. Thewell and barrier
regions are labeled asA andB. The sequence for the former four layers for TMS andKS is same (ABBA) and the
following layers are distinctive. The electron dynamics in graphene obeys the 2Dmassless Dirac equation

gs= ˆ ·H k which differs strongly from the case in a conventional two dimensional electron gas (2DEG)with
the kinetic energy proportional to k2.σ, k are the paulimatrix operator andwavevector, respectively. The carrier

states in a free 2Dplane can be expressed by a two-component pseudospinor y = j
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conduction band (+1) and valence band (−1). In the applied barrier structure along the x direction, the carries
are reflected at the interface. The two sidewavefunctions at the interface along the propagation direction refer to
the continuity condition and thewave function inwell or barrier regions can bewritten as
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a and b indicate the amplitudes of the forward and backwardwavefunction. The carriers canmove freely along
the y directionwhich satisfies the conservation of the transversalmomentum. Therefore, the transversal
momentum ky in different region is identical. In order to derive the connection for thewave functions at the
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matrix, inside the same layer, thewave function at x and + D( )x x satisfies y + D = + D( ) ( )x x M x xi
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1 . Using the transfermatrix -( ) ( )M x M xi R i L

1 in a same layer with xL and xR being the borders of left
and right sides, the transfermatrix in a periodic structure expanded from ( · ·····)AB N can be obtained,
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= P =
-( ) ( ) ( )X M x M x 2j

N
i R i L1

1
i i

+ =n n N ,A B nA and nB are the layer numbers for well and barrier, respectively. In a ( )AB N periodic structure,
the transfermatrix can be simplified as = + - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X M D W M D M D M 0B B A A

1 1 . Thewidths of thewell and
barrier regions areD andW. According to the Bloch’s theorem, the electronic dispersion at any incident angle
follows the relation

Trb =( ) ( ) ( )L X2 cos 3x

bx is the Blochwavevector. L is the total distance of one periodic unit. In a ( · ·····)AB N structure with thefirst
layer being thewell region, the reflection (r) and transmission (t) coefficients of the carrier’s wave function can be
obtained as

= - - ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r M X M L t1 0
0

4A A
1 1

Here, the coefficient of the left semi-infinite region = =a b r1,1 1 . And the coefficient of the right-infinite
region = =+ +a t b, 0N N1 1 . The transmission probability is = ∣ ∣T t 2.

In this paper, the tunneling probability, together with the energy band structure and the carrier’s states are
investigated in several designed graphene barrier and superlattice structures. The tunneling properties are
dependent on the incident energy, incident angle, and the detailed barrier structures. The position and strength
of the tunneling can be understood from the energy band structure in the corresponding superlattice systems
and the carrier’s probability density inside the graphene-based barrier structures.

3. Results and discussions

In this section, the evolution of the transmission, energy band structure, and carrier’s probability densities of
propagating states and bound states for different generations are investigated. The TMS is
( · ··)ABBA BAAB BAAB, , and theKS is ( · ··)ABBA ABAB ABAA, , . The structure of the former four layers for
TMS andKS is equal followed by different layer structure. It canmake an analogy between the results in these
two sequences and those in ( )AB N structure.

Figure 1 plots the energy band structure for the potential structure generating by four layers ( )ABBA N of
TMS.Here the TMS andKS is equivalent. Actually, it equals to the ( )AB N sequence with double widths. The
energy spectrum splits into several subbands and is symmetric with respect to the transverse wavevector ky=0.
The newDirac point locates at = S S == =k̄ k w w 0i

N
i j i

N
j1 1 [28]. Since the number of well and barrier is same, it is

easy to obtain the energy for =k̄ 0 as = +( )E V D W1 which depends only on the ratio ofD/W instead of
the barrier andwell widths. Infigure 1, = =D W 20 nm andV=50 meV, the energy for the newDirac point
is =E 25DP meVwhich is consistent with the [19]. The energy subband curves above/below the newDirac
point bends upward/downward.When <E V , it denotes the interband scattering at thewell/barrier interface
with electron states inwell and hole states in barrier. The energy band structures between ( )V0, 2 and

Figure 1.Energy band structure for ( )ABBA N with = =D W 20 nm andV=50 meV. The solid green and blue lines indicate the
boundary of the linear dispersion relationship inwell and barrier, respectively. The black andwine regions correspond to the
propagating states and the bound states.
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( )V V2, is symmetric with respect to =E V 2. The states at -( )E V E, or -( )V E E, for <E V are the
matching electron and hole states with the equal wavevector k.When >E V , the carriers are influenced by the
barrier structure and the intraband scattering occurs with both electron states inwell and barrier. In thisfigure,
the solid green and blue lines indicate the boundary of the linear dispersion relationship inwell and barrier,
respectively. Therefore, thewavevector kx is real within these boundaries colored in black infigure 1 denoting
the propagating states, and thewavevector kx or qx is imaginary beyond these boundaries colored inwine
denoting the bound states inwell and barrier regions. The bound states in quantumwell play the roles of guide
modes along the channel [36].When the carriers traversing a barrier structure, the incident wavevector kx is real.
There is a critical angle arcsinj = -(∣ ∣ )E V Ec .When the incident angle is less thanjc , the carriersmoving
through the barrier are propagating states.While increasing the incident angle larger thanjc, thewavevector qx
in barrier becomes imaginary, and the carriers are bounded. The corresponding transmission probability as a
function of the incident angle at a given incident energy is shown infigure 2(a).When the incident electron
energy is 40 meVor 80 meV, the transmission probability shows an obvious tunneling region at about
-  ( )40 , 40 . At the normal incident case, the transmission probability tends to 1which is a reflection of Klein
tunneling. The critical anglej =  14.48 , 22.02c atE=40 meV and 80 meV, respectively.When the incident
angle exceeds this critical angle, the carriers still can be transmitted and the transmission probability decreases
with increasing the angle continuously. In the energy band spectrumoffigure 1, three parts for carrier states at
E=80 meV can be obtained, i.e., about -  ( )10 , 10 the propagating states, at about 30 and 60 the bound
states. Thewave function probability density infigures 2(b) and (c) reflects an obvious reflectionwhen the
incident angle above the critical angle. Decreasing the incident angle to the normal incidence, the electrons can
move through the barriers with less reflection.

Increasing the number of layers in periodic unit, the energy band infigure 3 is depicted. Comparing the
spectrum infigure 1, the number of the energy subbands is increasing, which appears the rich energy band
spectrum. The former 8 layers for TMS are (ABBA,BAAB) and for KS are (ABBA,ABAB). There is only different
between the 5th and 6th layersAB orBA. However, the distinct energy bands can be seen that there aremore
subbands inKS than those in TMSwhich offers the carriersmore opportunities to transmit through the barrier
structures. Themain difference for the energy band structure is at the incident energy E=V.WhenE=V, the
real solution for bx occurs only at normal incident case j =( )0 . Near the normal incidence, thewavevector
becomes imaginary in the barrier region and the bound states are only observed in the case of TMS. This state
solutions atE=V are similar to the figure 2 in [19]. Therefore, the energy band depends on the detailedwell/
barrier structure in each periodic unit. The corresponding transmission probability and the evolution of the
probability density y∣ ∣2 inside the graphene-based barrier structures are shown infigures 4 and 5. The numerical
results for TMS and for KS can be compared. The transmission probability is symmetrical with respect to the
normal incidence. The transmission curves for KS exhibit rich transmission patterns.When the incident angle

Figure 2. (a)Transmission probability as a function of the incident angle atfinite incident energy E=40 meV and E=80 meV. The
evolution of the probability density y∣ ∣2 inside the graphene-based barrier structures with different incident angles (b)(c). The other
parameters are the same as those infigure 1.
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from0 to about j c , the transmission probability decreases from ‘1’ continuously. Above the critical angle j∣ ∣c ,
there are several transmission peaks can be observed. These transmission probability could even approach unity
inKS structure infigure 5(a). These transmission peaks can also be seen for the incident energy dependence of
the transmission probability infigures 4(b) and 5(b)when incident anglej j=  >30 c.When the incident
angle is relatively small, the transmission probability oscillates with afinite value. Because of -k̄ energy gap, the
dip transmitivity at the newDP ( =E 25DP meV) can be observed.When the incident energyE=V, the
transmission probability is close to 1 at small angle incidence and decreases with increasing the incident angle.
The transmission curves can be understood from the probability density for wave function inwell/barrier
structures.When the incident angle below the critical angle, the reflection amplitude is small and the carriers

Figure 3.Energy band structures in the periodic well/barrier generated by 8 layers of TMS ( )ABBA BAAB, N andKS
( )ABBA ABAB, N . The information for the solid green, blue lines the black andwine regions infigures and the other parameters are the
same as those infigure 1.

Figure 4.Transmission probability for TMS as a function of the incident angle at afinite incident energyE (a) and as a function of the
incident energy at a given incident angle (b). The evolution of the probability density y∣ ∣2 inside the graphene-based barrier structures
with different incident angles at a given incident energy E=40meV (c) andE=80meV (d). The other parameters are the same as
those infigure 3.
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close to normal incidence could pass through the barriers.While above the j∣ ∣c , the carrier’s probability density
is highly localized inside themiddle well regions or the carrier states have a strong reflectionwhich arises the
phenomena of transmission peaks. I.e.,j = 30 when E=40 meV infigures 4(c) and 5(c),j =  25 , 43 when
E=80 meV infigure 4(d), andj =  26 , 43 when E=80 meV infigure 5(d).

Infigure 6, it shows the energy band structure of KS for different well layers. Comparing figures 6(a) and (b),
(c) and (d), the 7th and 10th layers arewell region. This extra well layer induces the distinct energy band for the
corresponding periodic well/barrier structures. And the newDPs for zero- k̄ is different which is depends on the
layer numbers of well and barrier. TheDP locates at 25 meV for the same layer number of well and barrier in
figures 6(a) and (d).While theDPs locate at 21.43 meV for 4 layer well and 3 layer barrier infigure 6(b) and
27.78 meV for 4 layer well and 5 layer barrier infigure 6(c), respectively. Increasing the barrier layer number, the
location for the newDP increases. Although there is a difference in the periodic structure units infigures 6(a) and
(b), (c) and (d), the electrons encounter the same barrier structures when carriers transmit fromone side to the
other side, which has the same transport behavior infigure 7. The extra well layers have no influence on the
carrier transmission property. The related transmission probability at a given incident energy has been shown as
a function of the incident angle. From the normal incidence to the oblique incidence, the declining transmission
can be observedwith several peaks at some extra angles above the critical angle. The related carrier probability
densities y∣ ∣2 during the tunneling process have been shown infigures 7(b) and (d). The strong localized states in
well regions represents the carrier resonance phenomenon, which arises the transmission peaks.

Figure 5.The same as thefigure 4 but for the case of KS.

Figure 6.Energy band structures in the periodic well/barrier generated by 6, 7, 9, or 10 layers for KS ( )ABBA ABAB BA, , N . The
information for the solid green, blue lines, the black andwine regions infigures and the other parameters are the same as those in
figure 1.
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Infigure 8,modulating the height and thewidth of thewell and barrier, we plot the energy band structures
for two kinds of potential structures generated by 8 and 7 layers of KS. In each periodic unit, the layer number for
well and barrier is same = =n n 4A B for the generating case of 8 layers, and is different = =n n4, 3A B for the
generating case of 7 layers. The rich andmodulated energy band spectrums give rise to various carrier
transmission properties which depend on these parameters.

In summary, using the transfermatrix approachwe have theoretically studied the energy band spectrum,
transmission and the carrier states in TMS andKS barrier structures. The newDirac point which corresponds to
the zero averagedwave number depends on thewidth ratio and the layer number of thewell/barrier. Away from
the normal incidence, the zero-k̄ energy gap can be observed. During the carrier transmitting process along the
barrier structures, thewavevector along the other free direction of the 2Dplane satisfies the condition of the
conservation and the critical incident angle distinguishes the propagating states and the bound states. The
transmission probabilityT is symmetrical with respect to the normal incidence.T=1 at the normal incidence
represents the Klein tunneling. Increasing the incident angle, the transmission probability decreases with several
possible emergent peaks above the critical angle. These appeared peaks for the detailed structure parameters can
be understood from the carrier’s probability density inside the potential structures. These peaks originate from

Figure 7.Transmission probability for KS as a function of the incident angle at afinite incident energy E for different transmission
barrier units (a)(c). The corresponding evolution of the probability density y∣ ∣2 inside the graphene-based barrier structures with
different incident angles at a given incident energyE=40 meV and E=80 meV in (b)(d). Thewell/barrier structure units are from
figure 6.

Figure 8.Energy band structures generated by 8 (a)–(d) and 7 (e)–(h) layers of KS for (a)(e)D=W=20 nm,V=50 meV, (b)(f)
D=W=20 nm,V=100 meV, (c) (g)D=20 nm,W=30 nm,V=50 meV, and (d)(h)D=30 nm,W=20 nm,
V=50 meV. The black andwine regions correspond to the propagating states and the bound states.
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the probability density localized inside thewell regionswith the occurrence of the resonance. The carrier
transmission property can be analyzed from the energy band spectrumwith the periodic potential structure
generated by the carrier transmittingwell/barrier unit and the carrier’s probability density. There has no
influence on the tunneling property with extra well layers at one side of the periodic unit. Therefore,more
periodic potential units can be designed to obtained the energy band structures to analyze the tunneling
windows, approximately. Increasing thewidth and/or decreasing the height of the potential barrier, themore
subbands in the energy bandwill tend to quasi continuous band and the transport properties will exhibitmuch
homogeneous. In our numerical calculation, the height and thewidth of the potential barrier, the equal or
unequal layer number of well/barrier, and the detailed barrier sequences can be used tomodulate the energy
band spectrums and transport properties.
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